There has been an interdecadal shift towards a less humid state in Sahel summer rainfall since the 1960s. The decreased Sahel summer rainfall was associated with enhanced summer latent heating over the South Asian and western Pacific summer monsoon region and anomalous zonal-vertical cell of the Asian summer monsoon circulation, indicating that the latent heating plays a significant role in the change in Sahel rainfall. The effects of the latent heating over different monsoon domains on the Sahel rainfall are investigated through several model experiments. Results show that the remote monsoon heating mainly affects Sahel rainfall by generating changes in the zonal-vertical atmospheric circulation.
There has been an interdecadal shift towards a less humid state in Sahel summer rainfall since the 1960s. The decreased Sahel summer rainfall was associated with enhanced summer latent heating over the South Asian and western Pacific summer monsoon region and anomalous zonal-vertical cell of the Asian summer monsoon circulation, indicating that the latent heating plays a significant role in the change in Sahel rainfall. The effects of the latent heating over different monsoon domains on the Sahel rainfall are investigated through several model experiments. Results show that the remote monsoon heating mainly affects Sahel rainfall by generating changes in the zonal-vertical atmospheric circulation.
The Sahel summer rainfall exerts a significant influence on both local ecology and local economy. It varies apparently from synoptic timescale to decadal timescale. A drying trend in the second half of the 20 th century under global warming appeared most obviously in Sahel in summer 1, 2 . The shift from a humid state in the 1950s and 1960s into a lesser one in the 1970s and 1980s with an abrupt change around 1969 has been confirmed [3] [4] [5] . Sahel droughts can also influence global climate by means of transporting dust 6 . The drying trend in Sahel is primarily related to global sea surface temperature (SST) variation 7, 8 , such as the Pacific Decadal Oscillation 1 , El Niño-Southern Oscillation and South Atlantic SST, which contributes to different rainfall variances through several mechanisms, for instance, the Pacific North America Oscillation [9] [10] [11] [12] . The influence of SST on Sahel rainfall reduction can be attributed to both the internal variability and the externally forced change in SST 13 . Previous studies discovered several factors that influence the rainfall variation on various timescales. The Sahel rainfall is mainly associated with cloud clusters, which are modulated by several factors including the mid-tropospheric African easterly jet stream and the tropical easterly jet stream, among others 14 . Therefore, its variation is intimately correlated with the variations of the West African westerly jet stream and the African easterly waves 15, 16 , which indicate a teleconnection associated with rainfall. Besides, an increase in local albedo, which discloses desertification, can cause decreased precipitation [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] , and local vegetation interaction enhances rainfall variability 12, 22 . However, the effects of increased greenhouse gases and changes in anthropogenic aerosols vary among models, with some model results indicating drought and others but some indicating normal rainfall conditions 13, 23, 24 . The Sahel is located in Afro-Eurasia, which is influenced by major summer heat sources 25, 26 and monsoon systems with substantial latent heating 27, 28 . Since both mean diabatic heating and its fluctuation affect the mean climate 29 , changes over the Sahel region can be induced remotely by the Asian monsoon to the east. Furthermore, zonal-vertical cell of the Asian summer monsoon circulation associated with the diabatic heating gradient over Afro-Eurasia 26, 30 and the Rossby wave response to the west of subtropical monsoon heating can influence the Sahel summer rainfall directly or affect it indirectly by modulating local meridional circulation 31, 32 . The Asian summer monsoon 33 and Sahel summer rainfall as a whole are influenced by the same factors, and demonstrated to coexist as twin features of multi-scale forcing 34 . In short, there is a close connection between the Asian summer monsoon and Sahel summer rainfall. Hence, what is the role of the monsoon-desert mechanism in the Sahel rainfall reduction?
In this study, we analyze the NOAA's Precipitation Reconstruction over Land and the NCEP/NCAR Reanalysis, and conduct numerical model simulations. These results demonstrate that the interdecadal change in the Asian summer monsoon plays an important role in the change in Sahel summer rainfall.
Results
Observed change in rainfall and its accompanied features. The Sahel is a narrow semi-arid region with precipitation mainly during summer (from July to September), ranging up to over 14 mm/day ( Supplementary Fig. S1 ). The driest years of Sahel were the early 1980s. The difference between 1960-1969 and 1980-1989 indicates that summer rainfall decreased considerably over Sahel (by 20.5%), and increased slightly to the south (Fig. 1a and Supplementary Fig. S2a ). The observed change in divergent/convergent wind shows anomalous ascents over southern Asia and the western Pacific and anomalous descents over Sahel ( Supplementary  Fig. S3 ). Meanwhile, an interdecadal change (by a 5.2% increase in the NCEP/NCAR Reanalysis and 23.3% in the ERA-40) in precipitation occurred in the South Asian and western Pacific summer monsoon (SAWPSM) region between 1960-1969 and 1980-1989 (Fig. 1b and c) , suggesting a remote latent heating modulation of Sahel rainfall and an anti-correlation between the two during 1960-1989. The change in precipitation mainly emerged in the western Pacific and around the Strait of Malacha, with a slight decrease near the equator ( Supplementary  Fig. S2b and c) . The increase in cloudiness also suggests an increase in precipitation in the SAWPSM region (Fig. 1d) . In addition, the pattern of precipitation change over the land of Asia and Africa shows coherent variability ( Supplementary Fig. S2a ) 35, 36 . However, what we attempt to focus on in this study is the role of the monsoon heating over the SAWPSM region 31 , which includes vast tropical-subtropical oceans with considerable diabatic heating ( Supplementary Fig. S5 ). When oceans are included in the model, changes in Sahel rainfall and SAWPSM precipitation could be out of phase 36 . This increase in precipitation is probably linked to the increase in the northern Indian Ocean and western Pacific SST ( Supplementary Fig. S4 ) 37 , as well as the increase in heating, while El Niño-Southern Oscillation and tropical Atlantic SST contribute to the high-frequency variation of Sahel rainfall [10] [11] [12] . However, both the precipitations over Sahel and that in the SAWPSM region have increased since the 1990s (Fig. 1) . Because of the much missing data over tropical oceans, this decrease in cloudiness since the 1980s indeed indicated an opposite trend of precipitation over the subtropical oceans, although the whole SAWPSM region is included in consideration.
Experiments with SAWPSM latent heating anomalies. To explore the possible influence of the decadal change in SAWPSM latent heating on Sahel summer rainfall, we carried out several experiments with the NCAR Community Earth System Model by modifying the heating over the SAWPSM region in several sensitivity tests (see Methods and Table 1 ). The first experiment, referred to as experiment SEN_A, was performed to identify the influence of heating anomaly over the whole SAWPSM region. In this experiment (Fig. 2a) , precipitation increases substantially over the northern SAWPSM region but decreases slightly over the southern SAWPSM, indicating that precipitation mainly increases associated with increasing SAWPSM latent heating. The local responses to the heating anomaly in the model match the general features of observed precipitation anomaly. The precipitation over the Sahel region decreases with enhanced monsoon heating, a feature consistent with the observed (Fig. 1a) . There exist anomalous rising motion over the SAWPSM region, where anomalous moist convective heating is balanced by the adiabatic cooling associated with the ascent 38 , and anomalous sinking motion over the Sahel region (Fig. 3a) . The results indicate an enhancement of the zonal-vertical cell of Asian summer monsoon circulation that links the Sahel and tropical Asia 30 . There are anomalous southerlies below the maximum rising motion over the SAWPSM region and anomalous northerlies below the maximum sinking motion over Sahel. The anomalous northerlies were caused by the vortex shrinking associated with the SAWPSM-induced sinking motion, in agreement with the Sverdrup relation (see Methods) 31 . Thus, while more water vapor is transported from the Indian Ocean and the South China Sea to maintain stronger Asian monsoon, the Sahel region receives less water vapor supply from the Gulf of Guinea.
We conducted additional experiments by increasing the heating of deep convection over Southeast Asia and the western North Pacific, respectively ( Supplementary Fig. S5 ), referred to as experiments SEN_W and SEN_E, to identify the atmospheric responses over surrounding regions to these heating anomalies. Since the summer monsoons over these two regions, with different life cycles, are characterized by different moisture influxes and modes with different symmetric and asymmetric components 39 , they can be investigated separately. Moreover, we decreased the heating over the SAWPSM region, referred to as experiment SEN_COOL1, and decreased the heating over the Sahel region, referred to as experiment SEN_COOL2. Experiment SEN_COOL1 was conducted to clarify the linear atmospheric response to decreased SAWPSM heating, which was opposite to the response to increased SAWPSM heating, while experiment SEN_COOL2 was aimed to discern the feedback effect of decreased Sahel rainfall. In experiment SEN_W (Fig. 2b) , precipitation increases over South Asia and decreases over the Sahel region with anomalous atmospheric circulation similar to that in experiment SEN_A. In experiment SEN_E (Figs 2c and 3b) , precipitation increases over the SAWPSM region and decreases over the Sahel region with anomalous vertical motion similar to that in experiment SEN_A. An enhancement of the western North Pacific monsoon heating is accompanied by an increase in South Asian monsoon precipitation, which overlaps a cyclonic anomaly in the lower levels of the atmosphere (Fig. 3b) . The cyclonic anomaly may be caused by the increasing heating to its east, in agreement with a Gill-type response 40 . In experiment SEN_COOL1 (Fig. 2d) , precipitation increases over the Sahel region, resulted from the precipitation reduction over the SAWPSM region. Within this limit, the Sahel summer rainfall changes monotonously with the precipitation change over the SAWPSM region (Fig. 2a,d ). In experiment SEN_COOL2 (Fig. 2e) , a decrease in Sahel rainfall results in a slight increase in precipitation over the SAWPSM region through the enhancement of the thermally-driven zonally asymmetric circulation, which is a positive feedback between the precipitation over the Sahel region and the precipitation over the SAWPSM region. In other words, the enhanced SAWPSM monsoon heating decreases Sahel rainfall (Fig. 2c) , and the decreased rainfall and local latent heating in return increase the originally enhanced SAWPSM precipitation slightly.
In addition, experiments CON_60 and CON_80 were performed to distinguish whether the SST changes are a main cause of the SAWPSM heat anomaly. Despite some differences between the results from model and observation, a comparison with experiment CON_60 indicates that the precipitation in experiment CON_80 increases substantially over the western Pacific and the Bay of Bengal, instead of the Strait of Malacha, and decreases slightly near the equator (Supplementary Fig. S6 ). The model responses to the SST anomalies match the general features of observed precipitation anomaly. The results from experiments CON_60 and CON_80 imply that the SST change can be a main cause of the SAWPSM heat anomaly 37 . However, further research is needed to reveal the responsible mechanism.
Although the summer monsoons over Southeast Asia and the western North Pacific with different life cycles are characterized by different modes, increasing monsoon heating over both regions results in a decrease in Sahel summer rainfall. Anomalous sinking motion overlaps the decreasing Sahel rainfall, indicating that the dynamic process plays an important role in the rainfall reduction. Furthermore, moisture budget was computed and diagnosed (see Methods). Drought is mainly caused by the change in wind divergence with fixed moisture, and the influence of latent heating over the SAWPSM region on Sahel summer rainfall is mainly dynamical, with a smaller thermodynamic effect (Fig. 4) . These model results are consistent with observational features. 
Discussion
The Sahel region has suffered from deficit summer rainfall since the 1960s and the rainfall variations from seasonal to interdecadal scales have been widely studied. It is also noticed that an interdecadal change in SAWPSM latent heating occurred together with the change in precipitation (Fig. 1) . In this study, close attention is paid to the role of the monsoon-desert mechanism in Sahel rainfall reduction. Meanwhile, there exists an enhancement of zonal-vertical cell of the Asian summer monsoon circulation linking the Sahel region ( Supplementary Fig. S3 ) and there is a negative correlation between the Asian heating and the Sahel rainfall on interdecadal scale (with a correlation coefficient of −0.58, which significantly exceeds the 99% confidence level). On the contrary, the increased heating does not inhibit the rainfall variability on interannual scale (with a correlation coefficient of 0.22, significant at the 90% confidence level).
Absence of negative correlation between the two since the 1990s is another interesting feature (Fig. 1) . Meanwhile, the Atlantic multidecadal oscillation switched to its warm phase in the early 1990s, and the warm SST may weaken the longitudinal heating gradient over Afro-Eurasia. Then, a weakening occurs in the thermally-driven direct zonal-vertical cell of the Asian summer monsoon circulation 30 and in the Rossby wave propagation from Asia to the Atlantic along anomalous westerlies. In consequence, the monsoon-desert coupling declines. However, a warm Atlantic multidecadal oscillation phase itself can generate anomalous westerlies with moist air to increase the Sahel rainfall 41 . As for the question of which is the dominant mechanism, further investigation is needed.
Results of several numerical experiments designed to examine this phenomenon also showed that the increasing heating over different parts of the SAWPSM region exerts a remote dynamic effect on the Sahel rainfall. The Asian monsoon conveys signals to the west through two mechanisms. One is the Rossby wave propagation to the west, which is induced by diabetic heating 31 and produces sinking motion over Africa. The other is the transverse circulation modulated by the longitudinal heating gradient over Afro-Eurasia (Fig. 3a) 30 . The results of numerical experiments in this study support the hypothesis of the two mechanisms stated above. The role of the monsoon-desert mechanism in the Sahel rainfall reduction is thus confirmed. Further research is proposed to explore its role in the dominant influence of oceans. For experiment SEN_COOL2, a change in convection over the Sahel affects the Asian monsoon by enhancing the longitudinal heating gradient. Then, reinforcement occurs in the transverse Asian summer monsoon circulation, along with SAWPSM precipitation.
Although it may not be optimal to multiply the predicted heating of deep convection by an invariant coefficient, this should be sufficient to confirm the linkage between Sahel rainfall and SAWPSM precipitation. The fact that the local responses to the heating anomaly match the features of observed precipitation anomalies also supports the sufficiency (Fig. 2 and Supplementary Fig. S2 ). To replace the predicted heating in the model with a model-derived latent heating climatology is suggested for further investigation. Coupling experiments are also 
V c , and proposed to investigate the role of air-sea interaction induced by the heating anomaly over the SAWPSM region in the future, as the along-shore anomalous northerlies over the Sahel region induced by the heating anomaly (Fig. 3a) may result in offshore Ekman transport and upwelling, which can lead to cold SSTs. Hence, the intertropical convergence zone may shift to the south 42 with less Sahel summer rainfall. In addition, the causes of increased heating and its relationship with the warming of northern Indian Ocean need to be studied in the future.
Methods
Observational data sets. The data sets used are as follows: (1) Lanczos filter weights. Calculates Lanczos filter weights 48 . The total number of weights is 19. The cut-off frequency of the ideal low-pass filter is 1/9. The power of the sigma factor is 1.
CESM experiments. The Community Earth System Model Version 1.2.2 (CESM 1.2.2) was employed 49 . The component set of F_2000_CAM5 was chosen with the Community Atmospheric Model version 5 (CAM5) on 1.9° × 2.5° grid and 26 levels. Experiments were prescribed with monthly climatology of SST and sea ice from 1950 to 2010, and other external forcing such as CO 2 , ozone and aerosol with their values set at those in 2000. Each model integration is 18 years from the first day of the first year, and the mean values of the last 15 years are analyzed. Predicted heating of deep convection was multiplied by an invariant coefficient over different parts of the SAWPSM region in several sensitivity experiments from June to September, when the predicted heating of deep convection in the model was positive for each air parcel at each integration step. The specific coefficient is chosen according to the interdecadal change in the Sahel or SAWPSM precipitation (Table 1 ). In addition, two experiments CON_60 and CON_80 were conducted. All the setting of experiments CON_60 and CON_80 is the same as that in experiment CON, but the monthly climatology of SST and sea ice differ: for experiment CON_60, the period is from 1960 to 1969, whereas for experiment CON_80, it is from 1980 to 1989. Sverdrup relation. Also called Sverdrup balance 31 , it can be derived from the linearized barotropic vorticity equation for steady motion away from the equator: where ∫X indicates a vertical integral of X over the entire atmospheric column. δX, X , and X′, respectively, represent the difference between the mean of the post-1965 period and that of the pre-1965 period, the mean of the pre-1965 period and the departure from monthly mean of X, each using monthly mean data sets. The tendency term of specific humidity is small and therefore neglected. The difference in precipitation is balanced mainly by moisture convergence or divergence. The total moisture flux convergence can be decomposed into two terms, in which the sub-monthly term ∫ is much smaller. Then, it can be decomposed into five terms, including the effect of the change in moisture gradient when total advective (rotational plus divergent) wind field is fixed, the contribution from the change in total wind field with a fixed moisture gradient, the effect of the change in domain-averaged moisture with a fixed divergent wind, the effect of the change in wind divergence with fixed moisture, and the higher order terms including the quadratic terms of "dXdY" type and the contribution from interannual variability, which can be conveniently ignored as it is small. The first two represent the effects of moisture convergence due to advection across the moisture gradient; the next two represent the effects of wind divergence/convergence.
